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Book Descriptions:

Dodge Ram Cummins Manual Swap

Big, powerful engines. Killer suspension. Massive capabilities with potential to pull the world.
However, nothing is quite as sexy as that third pedal. Though, even with an older RAM 2500, finding
a Cumminspowered rig fitted with a stick is pretty hard to do. Even worse, finding one with low
miles and minimal wearandtear can be downright impossible. And if you do manage to track one
down, the price tag is often way more than you’re willing to fork out. But, have you ever considered
tackling a 6speed manual swap Swapping from an automatic transmission to a manual is a large
undertaking, regardless of the make and model. It could be a classic hot rod, diesel truck, or even a
sport compact import—you’re in for a lot of work. And sure, these units can take a fair amount of
abuse and will easily bolt right into place of the factory equipment. However, the stock automatic
transmission in this generation of Cumminspowered RAM trucks are a pretty agreedupon weak point
of the platform. For daily driving and light use, you won’t have much to worry about. But if you plan
on any sort of recreational use, the trans can act like a ziptie in place of a chain link. Going even as
little as 5060 hp more than factory specs can spell trouble for many applications. Now, where you
source your parts from will impact price, but some readybuilt auto transmissions run about the same
as a complete conversion kit to swap to the manual. While the swap is going to take significantly
more time and effort to properly install, these manual transmissions are crazy stout. There are
always big fish stories, but many owners claim that with factory transmissions, they’re taking on well
over 1,000 lbft of torque. On the bright side, while most workintensive projects like this come with a
host of surprise setbacks, the secondgen RAM 2500 packs some surprises that will actually make life
easier.http://www.location-chalet-jura.eu/img/casio-2358-manual.xml

dodge ram 2500 manual transmission swap, 2004 dodge ram 2500 manual swap,
dodge ram cummins manual swap, dodge ram cummins manual swap kit, dodge ram
cummins manual swap parts, dodge ram cummins manual swap meet, dodge ram
cummins manual swap 2017.

Having been equipped from the factory to accommodate the third pedal and master cylinder for the
clutch pedal assembly doesn’t sound like much, but it’s enough to save a few headaches. While no
two jobs are ever quite the same, for this undertaking, you’ll need a 6speed manual transmission,
bellhousing, flywheel, clutch and clutch system, along with the pedal and brake pedal, a
crossmember for the application, and shift lever. If you have the G56, you don’t need an adapter
plate to fit the transmission to the engine, but you will with the NV5600. Considering how high these
trucks sit, its going to be easier to drop the transmission from the bottom of the truck and install the
engine to the trans outside of the truck. That being said, you’ll still need an array of tools. A
transmission jack and clutch alignment tool, as well as means to cut the floor pans will definitely be
needed. Additionally, air tools, floor jack extensions, and ujoint attachments will make life easier, as
well. Unbolting the torque converter can be a pain in the rearend, but it’s really the most annoying
part of the process. Support the transmission with the transmission jack, and unbolt the
crossmember. Once undone, lower the transmission. With the transmission lowered, you can undo
the enginetotrans bolts, wiring, starter, and then lower the transmission out of place. Remember,
most of those old parts are no longer compatible with the new equipment. From there, you need to
install the clutch system. On these models, a hydraulic clutch will be used. This means you need to
mount the master cylinder to the firewall along with the hydraulic throwout bearing and the
plumbing to operate the system. However, with a manual, you will want to mock the transmission
up, mark where you need to cut the floor for the shifter and remove it. After you cut the floor, then
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move to the actual install of the unit by bolting it to the engine and the
crossmember.http://www.conditum.nl/userfiles/casio-2000t-manual.xml

You’ll also need to create harnesses for the neutral safety and reverse lights when swapping from an
automatic to a stick. It’s pretty basic stuff but cannot be overlooked. However, some people still say
that this is the most annoying step in the process for the simple fact that space is so limited. The
existing brake pedal will need to be removed and replaced with the pedal that can exist with the
clutch pedal. Claustrophobia is going to be a factor, so stay focused and don’t be tempted to rush.
Once it’s in place, you’re pretty much over the hump of hard work—but you’re not entirely out of the
woods yet. You still need to get yourself some proper driveshafts and transfer case. This means, the
rear driveshaft will need to be cut to be two inches shorter and the front driveshaft will need to be
extended to be two inches longer, or both will need to be replaced. With the N5600, it’s about 5.5
inches. There are two things you can do You can modify the transfer case so that the splines do
match up or you can move to another transfer case entirely. Of course, you will want to plan for
these obstacles ahead of time to keep the process a smooth as possible. However, if you truly feel up
to the challenge and have a good understanding of what you’re getting into—it’s an incredibly
rewarding feeling when all’s said and done. As a result, many automakers are pressing Wesley
blokker says Hooah. Did you guys catch the guys from Fullmag an.If you are an automotive
enthusiast and share our passion, welcome aboard. Keystone Automotive Operations, Inc., is our
proud sponsor. Keystone is the leading distributor and marketer of aftermarket automotive
equipment and accessories in North America. Transmission comes with an updated, fully splined
main shaft with updated nut to handle 5th gear problem. All worn or defective parts are replaced.
Transmission is dyno tested. Comes with a two year, 24,000 mile warranty.

Note When comparing our pricing with others, make sure you are including the same parts, and are
comparing the bottom line. We do not think we will be beat often, both in service and price. An
engineer will go over the details of your system with you at the time of purchase to go over options,
and verify the exact engineering and parts included in your kit is correct for your application. Note
Parts can be purchased separately also. Transmission comes with an updated, fully splined main
shaft with updated nut to handle 5th gear problem. All worn or defective parts are replaced.
Transmission is dyno tested. Comes with a two year, 24,000 mile warranty. Included NO CORE
CHARGE. Comes with a two year, 24,000 mile warranty. Included All of the major components
needed are supplied for this conversion, with the exception of the clutch pedal assembly. You will
want the stock bracket, pedals and linkage components from your sameyear stickequipped vehicle.
The master cylinder we supply will fit this assembly. If desired for convenience, we can attempt to
source these parts from a dealer, however most likely at a higher cost than you can buy them direct
from the dealer. All of the Factory Dodge Cummins 5 speed applications were 29 spline into the
transfer case. The 29 spline shaft is stronger than the 23 spl shaft, and the auto trans with the
torque converter does tend to cushion the output of the trans from the heavy torque pulses
generated by the Cummins diesel. A local driveshaft shop is usually available to do this. A simple
boot can be mounted over the hole to dress this. Sometimes nothing needs to be done to computer it
just automatically adjusts. A local driveshaft shop is usually available to do this. A simple boot can be
mounted over the hole to dress this. Or Sign in with Facebook Sign in with Amazon All cores,
whether the core charge was deferred or not, must be returned within 21 days from delivery date of
product requiring core charge.

https://skazkina.com/ru/consumer-electronics-repair-manuals

Failure to do so can result in forfeiture of the entire core charge return. In the event you originally
deferred the core charge, you authorize Diesel Power Products to charge you for the core charge.If a
return label is provided in the original shipment, use this tag. If one is not included, contact us
immediately, and we can provide you with the correct address of where the cores must be returned
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to, as well as an RMA Return Merchandise Authorization number. DO NOT rely on the return
address on the original label as a source for where to ship to.If you have an outstanding
circumstance, contact us.In the automotive industry, most products are manufactured from brand
new materials. However, numerous products are also remanufactured, meaning that the
manufacturer of the product takes a used product, typically removed from a vehicle, disassembles,
and replaces all worn components of the master product. A great example of this is in regards to
automatic transmissions in which the manufacturer takes an existing transmission, replaces all of
the inner working components, such as the torque converter, valve body, etc.Because aftermarket
manufacturers require a steady stream of incoming cores to build, they charge a deposit on the core,
known as a core charge, that is refunded upon receipt. In some cases, the core is not reusable, such
as in the event of a cracked case, at which point the core deposit would not be credited as the core
component is not reusable.OPTION 1 You can accept it, which means you will be charged for the
part AND the core at time of purchase. You still have the option to send it back, and if you do, the
core will be refunded back on the card used, presuming the core meets core criteria and the core is
returned within 21 business days from originally receiving your order. If you have outstanding
circumstances that would not allow the return to occur within 21 days, please contact us. OPTION 2
You can defer the core charge.

If you defer it, you will not be charged a core at time of purchase. You will have 21 business days
from the day you receive it to send it back. As long as the core is received within the 21 business
days, you will not be charged. If 21 business days goes by and you do not send it back, the card on
file will be charged the core amount. You still may send it back, and once received, we will issue the
core amount as in store credit, pending any limitations as set forth by the manufacturer. Core
deferral is limited to payment by credit card only. Yep, you read it right, were telling you tBut why,
isnt the 68RFE supposed to be one of the most advanced automatic transmissions behind late model
diesels The 68RFE transmission has some great qualities, but unfortunately it suffers in several
areas that cannot be easily overcome. The ATS performance built 68RFE transmission with CoPilot
Controller installed is great at power levels up to roughly 600 RWHP, but above this level, several
inherent, unmodifiable traits rear their ugly head. That means every time a clutch pack is applied or
released, the computer must control the exact clutch apply rate and the exact clutch release rate
during the shift with exact precision or one of the two clutch packs being applied and released will
be damaged. This is the real issue with the 68 transmission. There are 5 clutch packs in the 68
transmission that are responsible for all forward and reverse gears. If two clutch packs are applied
you get one of 6 forward gear ratios, if one is applied you get no movement, and if three are applied
you get a bindup or clutch drag. It is just short of a miracle that the Dodge TCM can adapt to such
changing conditions that effect clutch to clutch application rates as well as it does. This is why the
68 is relatively reliable in a bone stock truck using factory stock calibration.

As soon as you increase power to the engine by installing a tuner you go beyond the ability for the
TCM to accurately calculate the Clutch Volume Index CVI of each clutch pack. CVIs are used by the
TCM so it knows the clutch pack clearance of each clutch pack. The TCM must know the clutch pack
clearance so it will know what CVI number to plug into its algorithm to accurately apply and release
the on and off going clutch pack. The TCM must do this correctly every time under all power levels
to ensure a consistent shift takes place. ATS deals with all this nonsense by placing the CoPilot
between the TCM and the transmission and apply another level of input true engine load to the TCM
and take control of the transmission. This allows ATS Built 68RFE to reliably and consistently handle
up to 650 RWHP without the negative effects, as long as the rest of the factory electronics are in
good condition. As you can see, the 68 transmission is a slave to the outside environment and is very
venerable to so many possible problems that can and does often cause total transmission failure in a
very short time. This in itself lay the foundation for a brutally reliable transmission package. This



provides a near perfect shift at all power levels. The gear ratios of the 4R Transmission are evenly
spaced providing a consistent RPM drop between all shifts. This consistent RPM drop gives a smooth
power transfer while reducing the air disturbance through the turbocharger maintaining even boost
levels. The Torque Converter Clutch TCC application is a modern day type Pulse Width Modulation
PWM signal that provides smooth, controllable TCC application. All this combined adds up to a
transmission that shifts through all the gears and applies the TC with smooth accurate operation.
This is all because of the properly designed turbine, impeller, and stator design.

The billet stator directs fluid from the impeller back into the turbine to most efficiently harness the
lost energy in the fluid that is not absorbed by the turbine. All this means the torque multiplication is
maximized providing a very smooth power transfer and maximum torque transfer from the engine to
the transmission at an RPM that is well within the beginning of the torque curve of the engine. The
lock up section of the converter is ATS patented Viskus Clutch pack design that allows for a smooth
transition from fluid coupling to a 100% mechanical engagement, providing over 3000 foot pounds of
torque transfer without slip. The overly built Viskus clutch pack allows for a pulsed in TCC
application at any power level without the concern of damage to the clutch pack. What this means is
the PWM application of the 4RPerformance Transmission can be utilized in the programing to slowly
apply the TCC, providing a soft application, while not damaging the TCC. All this translates to an
even RPM drop any time the TCC clutch is applied. You will never again have to live with a hard TCC
shift. The gear ratio provides an even RPM drop between all shifts from 1st all the way to 4th gear.
This coupled with the ability to release and apply the TCC between shifts gives the feeling of the
smoothest power transfer at speeds up to 100 MPH! All this overhead presents a real problem when
adapting to large power swings like a turbocharged diesel presents. This is the main reason the 68
transmission has a serious issue coping with the power fluctuation levels of the turbocharged
Cummins. The 4R transmission clutch application only requires a single feed to apply all four gear
applications. The simplicity of the hydraulic circuits and the synchronous operation provide a perfect
performance transmission platform.

All this allows the precision turning capability so the user cannot only control when each shift occurs
and the converter clutch occurs, but the shift quality can be altered by changing line pressure along
with tailoring the accumulator rate to optimize shift quality throughout the entire power curve. Not
only can ATS tailor the shift quality, but can also tie the clutch application, TCC apply, and
accumulator rate directly to engine load, instead of only throttle percentage. This equates to the
best shifting transmission you have ever driven The transmission controller package is easy to install
and comes complete with all plugnplay wiring harness, software and instructions. And if not does
this kit turn my 68 automatic tranny into a standard. Also disables the PRNDL switch so the remote
start will not work. And if your truck has a tap shifter that will not either. This kit is not designed for
manual trans trucks that want to swap to automatic. You could use this kit, but there will be many
more parts that would be needed to convert a manual to auto. You can read more here and make
your cookie choices. By continuing to use this site you agree to us doing so.Crossed wires and
grounding other wires does not First, is the crank position sensor good or did the crans Is the
spacing n timing from the flywheel Second, will the original ECM even work without the Third, dijya
remove or move the distributor assy Its very consistent at this point. The automatic Trans will be in
1st and go to shift into 2nd, I fell 2nd engage for a few seconds then it feels like. Please refer to
CarGurus Terms of Use. Content will be removed if CarGurus becomes aware that it violates our
policies. It is now looking for the 2nd voltage input provided by the under battey type sensor. This
sensor bolts to your existing bracket and plugs into your existing 6 pin plug. It also comes with
instructions for install. Based on the radius, a new location list is generated for you to choose from.

Fresh engine oil Amsoil and filter change. New fuel filter. Transmission, TCase and both diffs all new
synthetic fluids. New belt and tensioner assembly. Comes with 2 brand new headlight assemblies.



Needs body work on cab and box. Also needs parking brake cables and front coil springs right side
broken.Le 4x4 fonctionne tres bien, la clutch est use et la 6e griche un peu sauf en double clutch. La
transmission est encore dans le camion pour quelques jours donc.The truck still has tons of life left it
only has 195,000km on it. The truck is a 6 speed NV5600 trans, two wheel drive. And keep the air
filter clean. The frame is very clean it’s only been driven one winter which was last winter. The body
is ver clean except for the dent in the right side of the box and two little dents in.Has plenty of fuel
pressure to the vp banjo but when fuel lines to the injectors are cracked you only get a few drops.
Body is pretty rotten although the frame is in good shape from what I remember. Bought it to either
do a manual swap on another truck or body swap and put a new injection pump on but I’ve lost
interest. I’ve never driven it but the truck was daily driven by the previous owner until the injection
pump died. Truck has 480,000 ish km from what I.Purchase online at.Have cab and complete front
end. Fenders and doors are mint. Cab also in very good condition. List of what I do Not have to
complete this truck carpet Rear deck Custom drive shaft. Every other pc is there to finish this. 226
347 9125 Looking for 6500.00NV5600 with a Dana 80 I have the edge tuner and and a whole bunch
of new work done to it. Have 0 blow by, runs great. I drive it everyday so the km are gunna go
up.Truck needs cab corners and a box. Have front fenders for it. And a 4.5” lift to install.All rebuilt
with 2 year warranty. These units all have new bearings, seals and synchros, Built by a Journeyman
HD Mechanic.All rebuilt with 2 year warranty.

These units all have new bearings, seals and synchros, Built by a Journeyman HD Mechanic.All
rebuilt with 2 year warranty. These units all have new bearings, seals and synchros, Built by a
Journeyman HD Mechanic.All rebuilt with 2 year warranty. These units all have new bearings, seals
and synchros, Built by a Journeyman HD Mechanic.All rebuilt with 2 year warranty. These units all
have new bearings, seals and synchros, Built by a Journeyman HD Mechanic. Your Transmission,
Transfer Case and Differential Drivetrain Experts Toll Free 18888242012 Give sales department a
call toll free 8888242012 they can help with the order. If you need additional technical information,
ask for Scott. You can also use other WordPress widgets such as recent posts, recent comments, a
tag cloud or more. Designed and Managed by Webbing Soul. Thes transmissions have updated main
shafts, 5th gear and 5th gear nut. Replacement unit do not include bell housing. The main
differences between the two versions concern the larger input and output shafts used in the heavy
duty version, Chevrolet also used this transmission. The shift lever is located in the shift cover bolted
to the top of the shift cover and operates the shift forks and rails directly. The shift forks and rails
are all located within the aluminum cover which is bolted to the top of the gear case. Dual cone
synchronizers are used for first and second gears. The 12 synchronizer have a set of spring loaded
flyweights in the syncro hub that govern shift speeds, to prevent overrevving on a 21 downshift. Our
NV4500 transmission includes reverse gear inhibitor mechanism that prevents engagement when
shifting into forward gear ranges. The inhibitor mechanism is located in the shift cover. Pilot roller
bearings in the drive gear hub support the forward end of the main shaft. The main shaft gears are
supported on caged type roller bearings.

Drive gear thrust reaction is controlled by a needle type thrust bearing located at the forward end of
the main shaft, those features make this NV4500 a great replacement for the earlier Getrag 360
used by Dodge. Reverse gear and forward gears 14 are mounted inside the main transmission case,
5th gear is mounted in the tail shaft assembly. Our remanufactured transmission all come with
updated main shaft to prevent know problem of 5th gear backing off the shaft if the vehicle is lugged
while towing. Find listed below NV4500HD Specification s It has been changed to a fine spline for
better contact. Output main shaft and is fully splined with a cclip style locking mechanism between
the gear and the nut. Upgrade HD Duty GM Diesel Transmission If your transmission is only good for
between 60,000 and 70,000 miles, this New Venture unit is for you. This 5 speed unit is available for
both 2WD and 4WD applications, you can use your existing clutch assembly. These units are
remanufactured and have a 12 month unlimited miles warranty! Clutch quoted is for stock



horsepower if you have more than stock horsepower let us know and we can provide a clutch for
your application.The Kit includes remanufactured NV4500, bell housing and shifter. Reference Guide
Parts illustration. Crossed wires and grounding other wires does not First, is the crank position
sensor good or did the crans Is the spacing n timing from the flywheel Second, will the original ECM
even work without the Third, dijya remove or move the distributor assy I bought a beat up Just
checkin. Please refer to CarGurus Terms of Use. Content will be removed if CarGurus becomes
aware that it violates our policies.
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